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It is hard to argue with the assertion that the inevitability of biological death leads 

individuals and societies to react to tragic events in interesting ways that are often strongly 

influenced by media, social institutions, and civil religion, among others. These influences foster 

ritualization of death and media consumption around death. Joanna Sumiala, in her book Media 

and Ritual: Death, Community and Everyday Life, explores the way the fear that surrounds the 

universal condition of death enables the cultivation and maintenance of rituals that influence, 

cement, shift, and articulate the shared social imaginary among various publics.  

Sumiala first articulates the way in which ritual contributes to and is related to imagined 

community which, she argues, is “created by, and lives in, communication” (p. 1). Using a 

Durkheimian framework as a basic groundwork for her understanding of community, Sumiala 

highlights the way community is separate from the everyday experience thus creating a “sacred 

heart” of society that is maintained through symbolic communication and media power. Sumiala 

firmly situates herself among mediatization scholars in asking the question “how the media 
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produce and shape the imagined reality and how we share in that reality” (p. 3). Media 

anthropology largely informs the analysis of popular culture and mainstream media news events. 

This positioning allows this research to open “up in several directions …and several different 

points of view” (p. 7). Ritual, as practiced in and through media, is argued to be a performative 

practice that in its performativity and liminality creates a subjunctive universe, or a “could be” 

universe. This framing is important to every example provided by Sumiala in that the 

understanding of the often temporary and in-flux nature of what she terms “mediatized rituals” 

must recognize the creativity of the act that then makes the social world possible. By studying 

death, and rituals surrounding dying and death, Sumiala adeptly helps the reader examine the 

different ways that media could connect us to a shared reality, to our own imagined 

communities.  

Sumiala divides the book into two parts. Part I, titled “Anthropology of Media”, explores 

earlier research and uses contemporary examples to illuminate previous research from a media 

anthropology and media studies approach. The first part of the book also focuses considerable 

attention on the role of media as a “site and space of public and private, national and religious 

imagination and ritualized practice in modern society” (p. 10). In Part II of the book, titled 

“Mediatized Rituals,” Sumiala focuses on various perspectives that rituals can be viewed 

through, most centrally production, representation and consumption. These three dimensions 

provide a strong framework for pushing analysis into the changing technological landscapes of 

media.  

One of the most helpful sections of the book is the chapter “Theory and Clues”, a 

necessary intervention in studies of media and religion which briefly but clearly summarizes 

many mass communication theorists from Park and Simmel to Blumer’s theory of symbolic 

interactionism. By situating her research firmly in media studies, Sumiala is then more equipped 

to make a modern critique of the way media and ritual intersect. Sumiala clearly articulates the 

way mass communication theorists viewed the role of communication in society and in 

connecting people, in particular through symbolic communication, and ritualized, recurring 

forms of symbolic communication. The isolation and atomization of modern society has led 

individuals to falsely believe that ritual has disappeared from everyday life as institutionalized 

religion has supposedly fallen out of favor. But, as Sumiala firmly proves with her examples, 
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“rituals have not died out” (p. 23). Rituals, here, are argued to be changing, evolving and highly 

mediatized parts of everyday life. From the mediation of the death of Michael Jackson to torture 

images that emerged out of Abu Ghraib, it becomes clear that ritual cements the collective 

imagination of communities on local and national levels.  

Sumiala’s three perspectives on mediatized rituals in chapter three in particular are 

incredibly helpful. From consumption of ritual as both confession and witnessing to production 

rituals, Sumiala shows a strong grasp of literature in various fields, from trauma studies, to media 

studies, and religious studies. While she only briefly attends to various dimensions within the 

perspectives of production, consumption and representation, she acknowledges their complexity 

and broadens traditional understandings of ritual to include diverse and interesting practices. 

An important consideration in reading this book is to evaluate Sumiala’s contribution to the 

debate between mediation and mediatization. It is important to situate her argument in this 

ongoing scholarly debate and perhaps begin to challenge it. Sumiala clearly argues in the 

epilogue that “the media shape the way we are in this world and the way we connect to one 

another here” (p 117). This view grants the media an incredible power and we must then ask, 

when looking at various examples found in this book, whether the media produced the meaning 

or if the affordances of various media technology, new and old enabled users and audiences, 

despite their constantly changing role and complex interactions with the media, to bring certain 

media events to the fore. For example, in the case of Michael Jackson’s death in 2009, Sumiala 

argues that the “media brought the reality of death rather too close for comfort” (p. 16). While 

this is arguably true to a degree it would be interesting to see Sumiala further explore the way 

audience interaction and mediation of an event shift the meaning of that event, through 

simultaneous consumption, production and “prosumption”. 

Overall, Sumiala provides a strong, well-thought out argument about the importance of 

theorizing ritual, media power and symbolic communication in order to understand how 

individuals cope with and process death and, more broadly, the way a shared cultural imaginary 

is cemented in and through media practices. Her view on mediatization is crystallized in the 

epilogue and whether you subscribe to the mediatization thesis or not, Sumiala provides a well-

substantiated claim for the way media influence ritual acts. Sumiala is careful to mention and pay 
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attention to the shifting landscape of technology in media and the way that social media in 

particular challenge the media logics that mediatized ritual argues for.  
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